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How to Draw the Elf Pets® Saint Bernard
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How to Draw the Elf Pets® Saint Bernard
1a. Start by drawing a wide cross.

2a. Draw one large oval (A).

2b. Draw one long oval (B) across the large oval (A).

2c. Draw one smaller oval (C) below the other two ovals. 

3a. Draw a circle inside the large oval (A).

3b. Draw three small ovals down the vertical line of the cross, two ovals inside the circle from step 3a and one 

oval inside the oval (C).

3c. Erase the top of the large oval (A).

4a. Follow the curve along the top of the long oval (B) to draw the top of the pup’s head.

4b. Draw triangular-shaped curved lines on each side of the pup’s head for his ears.

4c. Draw an upside-down heart-shape on the le� ear for the pup’s special mark.

4d. Using the circle and ovals as guides, draw the pup’s snout as shown.

4e. Draw a big “u” for the pup’s tongue.

5a. Draw the pup’s cheeks with two horizontal curved lines connecting each ear to each side of the snout.

5b. Draw two eyebrows near the top of the pup’s head.

5c. Draw two vertical curved lines connecting the top of the pup’s head to the top of the pup’s snout. 

5d. Draw two half ovals for the pup’s eyes and two small circles for the pup’s irises.

5e. Use the smaller oval (C) below the pup’s head to draw his barrel charm. Draw two vertical lines on the le� 

and right sides of the oval to make the ends. 

5f. Erase the excess lines of the smaller oval (C).

6a. Add two smile lines on both sides of the pup’s snout. 

6b. Add nostrils. 

6c. Add eyelids.

6d. Draw pupils.

6e. Create the pup’s collar by drawing a zigzag line, connecting the pup's head to the barrel charm.

6f. Finish the pup’s barrel charm by drawing a heart in the center. 

6g. Erase any guidelines or parts of the ovals that are longer needed.

Congratulations! You just drew the Elf Pets® Saint Bernard pup. 

Use the additional page to perfect your drawing.
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